PLEASE READ THIS BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO REMOVE THE SHADE FROM THIS BOX:

110 TOUCH HEAD ASSEMBLY

1. Lift **HEAD ASSEMBLY** off the top of the **LAMP POLE. (Do Not Disconnect the Wires or Connectors.)**

2. Lift **SHADE** up and past the **HEAD** through the top frame of the **SHADE. (Leave the **HEAD** connected to the wires.)**

3. Replace the **HEAD** onto the **LAMP POLE** and using a small Phillips screwdriver tighten the **REAINING SCREW**.

*CAUTION: To reduce the risk of fire, a maximum of 60 Watt bulbs must be used. Failure to abide by this will void any warranty of this lamp.*

REPLACEMENT HEAD ASSEMBLY

(Does Not Apply to New Lamps)

1. Attach the wire on the **LAMP POLE** to the **WIRE CONNECTORS** at the bottom of the **HEAD ASSEMBLY** by compressing the end of the **WIRE CONNECTOR**, inserting the wire as far as it will go and releasing the **WIRE CONNECTOR. (Be sure that the wires are connected WHITE TO WHITE and BLACK TO BLACK and that no bare wire is exposed.)**

2. Slide the **HEAD ASSEMBLY** over the **LAMP POLE** and tighten the **HEAD ASSEMBLY RETAINING SCREW**.